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Abstract: Balanced fear supports human rational decision-making and useful behavioral responses.
In contrast, overwhelming, persistent, and unbalanced fear can paralyze the individual and result
in heightened anxiety, lack of cognitive flexibility, fear-based public compliance and serious men-
tal health issues. Psychobiotics research has established that a healthy microbiome is required for
balanced fear and mental health protection via control of fear extinction. The recent COVID-19
pandemic featured daily, persistent, fear-of-a-single-contagion conditioning on a global scale paired
with various behavioral mandates (e.g., lockdowns of the healthy, required wearing of face masks in
many locations including schools, isolation from environmental microbes and each other through
the closure of beaches and parks, and restrictions on social gatherings including access to family
members in hospitals and senior-assisted facilities). Such mandates degraded the human microbiome
and isolated us from each other and useful environmental microbes. It also ignored the historic
role of secondary bacterial pathogens in pandemic deaths. This narrative review examines how
the institutional promotion of fear-of-a-single-contagion, lack of balanced risk communication, and
appalling disregard of our fundamental nature (as majority-microbial human superorganisms) re-
sulted in problems rather than solutions. This review illustrates that government-public health-media
promotion of pervasive fear and microbiome-degrading behaviors: (1) increased public compliance,
(2) reduced cognitive flexibility, and (3) increased risk of mental health conditions. However, a portion
of the general public chose a healthier path through their increased consumption of microbiome- and
immune-supportive supplements and fermented foods during and after the COVID-19 pandemic.
For a healthier future, public health must follow the lead of this population to ensure that human
freedom, rather than paralyzing fear, dominates our future.

Keywords: microbiome; human superorganism; fear conditioning; fear-of-contagion; fear extinction;
COVID-19; pandemic; risk communication; mental health challenges; self-empowerment

1. Introduction

To date, the twenty-first century could be labeled as the age of the microbes. This is not
because of the recent SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) pandemic but rather because of recognition
of the keystone role of microbiomes in human, animal, plant, complex ecosystems, and
even planetary health. It is now clear that the fundamental biology of the human superor-
ganism (holobiont) could be termed as “mainly microbial” based on gene and cell numbers.
Additionally, it is clear that looking across species and within the individual organism,
microbiome-immunological compatibility is essential for both body integrity/health and
even maintenance of the species [1].

During at least the last 60 years, pharma-driven medicine and much of public health
have delivered to those they serve ever-increasing, co-morbid chronic diseases with
polypharmacy as we age [2,3]. As a result, the lifespan has been increasingly filled with dis-
eases beginning earlier and earlier in life (e.g., childhood asthma and obesity). The health
span (those decades of life spent largely free of disease) is all too brief, if not rare, among the
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population. Virtually all chronic diseases (previously termed non-communicable diseases)
require (1) misregulated, ongoing inflammation and (2) a dysfunctional microimmunosome
(the systems biology combination of the microbiome, the host barrier, and the underlying
immune cells) [4]. At the heart of these diseases is a dysbiotic microbiome [5]. Disease
treatments in the absence of rebalancing the microbiome are usually incomplete.

Beyond the role of the human microbiome in protecting against or promoting chronic
diseases, it is the front-line defense against pathogens (microorganisms capable of produc-
ing disease and often external to the host), as well as pathobionts (potential pathogens
harbored within the host microbiome). Given the human microbiome locations at portals
of pathogen entry, the status of the microbiome can determine the effectiveness of colo-
nization resistance and whether pathogens gain a foothold and an opportunity to produce
disease [6]. Therefore, the microbiome should be our first priority in human healthcare
rather than an afterthought, or worse excluded from public health initiatives altogether.

The recent COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated the massive gap between microbiome
science and its application to human public health. Rather than utilizing the human
microbiome to aid in the pandemic (support for the immune system), the public was
pushed into a deeper fear of microbes than already existed. This deep fear supported
public compliance with a series of mandates such as a lockdown of the healthy, mandated
mask-wearing in many locations, including schools, parks, beaches, and school closures,
restricted gatherings including among family members in many hospitals and/or senior
care facilities, travel restrictions, and even restricted sale of vegetable garden seeds in one
U.S. state (see [7]). In hindsight, many of the mandates were questionable at best and had
as an outcome degradation of the human microbiome [8–11].

This narrative review examines select gut microbiota-brain-neurological processes
that are regulated by the microbiome and are important for human well-being as well as
neuropsychological and behavioral health. Dysbiosis of the human microbiome is known
to increase the risk of myriad neurodevelopmental, neurodegenerative and psychiatric dis-
eases, disorders, and conditions [12,13]. Examples of these include Parkinson’s Disease [14],
Alzheimer’s Disease [15], autism [16,17], schizophrenia [18], major depressive disorder [19],
and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder [20]. Given the significance of gut microbiota-
brain interconnections, this review also considers the role of flawed/incomplete public risk
communication during the recent pandemic.

The premise is that daily, obsessive focus on the COVID-19 virus (a single viral
pathogen) to the exclusion of other viral pathogens, bacterial risk factors, the human
microbiome, the immune system, and whole human health led entire populations on a
path to eroded human freedoms and a degraded human microbiome. There are six factors
in the freedom vs. fear tug-of-war that are discussed in sequence in this paper. These are
(1) why misguided, misdirected, and/or inadequate public risk-benefit communication is
central to fear-driven domination over human freedom, (2) the significance of a healthy gut
microbiome for neurochemical/brain interconnectivity, balance, and mental health, (3) the
COVID-19 pandemic as an example of fear-of-microbes conditioning, anxiety provoking
and microbiome damaging mandates, and impaired mental health status, (4) the role of a
healthy microbiome to extinguish fear, promote flexible-thinking, promote optimism via
neurochemical balance, and facilitate brain and other physiological systems development,
(5) the capacity of the microbiome to affect human senses, and (6) the importance of the
microbiome to support societal and environmental interactions vs. isolation.

Finally, the paper describes why the priority inclusion of the microbiome in the
COVID-19 pandemic medical and published health initiatives could have resulted in a
more free-thinking, cognitively flexible, and connected society overall in contrast with
a fear-conditioned, sensory isolated, and compliant populace. Healthcare for the public
should never again exclude the microbiome.
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2. Clear Risk-Benefit Communication with the Public for Self-Empowerment and
Fear Reduction

One of the hallmarks of information-based decision-making (personal, family, com-
munity or even global) is the use of precise risk-benefit analysis and communication. It is
so important that most people do not make any major decisions without performing some
level of risk-benefit comparisons even if they may not be aware they are doing that.

In recent publications, the present authors and collaborators detailed why accurate,
evidence-based, risk-benefit analysis and public communication involving our microbes
is essential. It is critical for health-promoting actions, individual self-empowerment, and
benefits for the whole human, the human superorganism. When risk communication is
misdirected, inaccurate, or inadvertently or intentionally incomplete (e.g., missing the
microbiome, additional pathobionts, risk of chronic diseases, the likely success of public
health initiatives), damage to rather than support of human health is likely. Defective risk
communication (one that keeps critical details from the public) can even result in mass death
rather than promotion of health, as was seen with the example of Lysenkoism [21]. Such
risk communication also encourages group-think rather than self-empowering, individual
decision-making.

In 2010 we published a book titled “Strategies for Protecting Your Child’s Immune
System [22]. As the book was developing it became clear that we needed to educate and
communicate fundamental information on safety/toxicity (Chapter 1) followed not only by
an introduction to the scientific concept of risk (Chapter 2) but also, by an entire Chapter
(3) titled Risk Exercises. This showed readers that the public actually operated based
on benefit-risk decision-making without even being conscious of it. However, that risk
communication information was vital in making key health decisions. In fact, Chapter 2
was titled “What’s the Risk,” because we encouraged parents and parents-to-be to pose
the ‘What’s the Risk’ question to healthcare providers at every possible opportunity. If
the risk of a prescription drug, medical procedure, or even a lifestyle change is completely
unknown, then an informed decision cannot be made. The data are incomplete, and
the patient healthcare consumer lacks critical information on whether to accept a given
medical treatment. Ironically, risk-based decision-making is a fundamental consideration
in financial planning. However, this is not always given the same priority when it comes to
health clients and decisions to be made.

The human microbiome is a major factor in the risk of both infectious and chronic
diseases [5,23–25]. Given the significance of the microbiome’s role in disease prevention
and host resistance including against the COVID-19 virus [11,26,27], pandemic risk com-
munication was a stunning failure in its myopic approach and exclusion of the microbiome.
Broader risk communication concerning: (1) the use of beneficial microbes as a front-line
microbial and immunological defense against life-threatening infections including the
COVID-19 virus, and (2) the use of microbiota to dampen excessive inflammation would
have enabled the public not only to distinguish among good vs. bad microbes, but would
also have facilitated pandemic health strategies beyond just experimental drugs. Instead,
the hyperfocus on risk from a single viral pathogen left a locked-down populace with an us
vs. them (microbes) mentality and exacerbated a “fear of contagion” psychology [28–30].

2.1. Microbiota and Risk of Viral and/or Bacterial Pathogenesis

One of the seeming risk communication failures during the pandemic involved the im-
portance of protecting against COVID-19-related complications and/or death. A significant
beneficial factor is effective colonization resistance within the microimmunosome. This
involves (1) viral loading issues as well as immune status in reducing the primary viral
infection and carriage of potentially dangerous pathobionts in the nasal or even gut micro-
biome that can promote secondary bacterial infections or even specific chronic diseases.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, people were generally not made aware that co-secondary
bacterial infections are a significant cause of complications and death during respiratory
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virus infection. This was despite the fact that researchers advocated for microbiota-based
risk reduction to protect against severe COVID-19 disease [31].

Early during the COVID-19 pandemic, Di Stadio et al. [32] argued that the nasal micro-
biome was important for immunomodulatory protection against the COVID-19 infection.
Smith et al. [33] and Jochems et al. [34] reported that carriage of specific nasal bacteria was
important in the host response and resistance/vulnerability to COVID-19 infection. Specific
nasal bacteria were directly connected with specific cytokine production and, thereby,
affected whether airway-damaging mucosal inflammation occurred during the response
to COVID-19. Additionally, Jochems et al. [34] considered the role of specific bacteria
in promoting or protecting against systemic inflammation. In fact, Coleman et al. [16]
including a present author reviewed the importance of nasal carriage of Staphylococcus
aureus in infants and the capacity to promote not only respiratory bacterial infection but
also to directly instigate childhood asthma in this journal [16]. S. aureus is among the
potentially life-threatening pathobionts involved with several body locations with patho-
genesis potential easily affected by the body’s changes (e.g., viral infections, skin disruption,
microbiome degradation) [35]. It needed to be included in risk-benefit considerations and
communications.

The link between nasal microbiota and the risk of respiratory virus infections is not
limited to COVID-19. In the case of viral loading, Schippa and colleagues [36] found
evidence that perturbed nasal microbiota profiles were linked with the course of Infant
Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) infection and bronchiolitis. The authors posited a
colonization resistance relationship where a resilient basal microbiota may reduce viral
load and severity of the respiratory disease.

2.2. History of Secondary Bacterial Pneumonia Deaths in Human Pandemics and Animal
Coronavirus Infections

There is a second problem with the idea that the COVID-19 virus was the sole conta-
gion in the recent pandemic pathway to death. History tells us that many respiratory virus
pandemics had secondary bacterial and/or fungal infections as a significant, if not leading
cause of death. For example, in 2008, Morens, Taubenberger, and Fauci [37] published a
modern analysis of a sample from the 1918–1919 influenza epidemic (also known as the
“Spanish Flu”). Morris et al. [38] reviewed influenza pandemics throughout the ages and
concluded that specific bacterial pathobionts, such as Streptococcus pneumoniae, Haemophilus
influenzae, and Staphylococcus aureus were responsible for secondary bacterial infections
resulting in death. The step-wise mechanisms through which primary viral infections
result in bacterial pneumonia have been reviewed [39]. These researchers concluded that
a majority of deaths were likely caused by secondary bacterial pneumonia. They further
warned that preparedness for future viral pandemics must go beyond viral vaccines and
anti-viral medications to focus on bacterial agents and prevention of fatal bacterial pneu-
monia. Stunningly, the historic 2008 warning from researchers [37] about the threat of
death from secondary bacterial infections was largely forgotten during the COVID-19
pandemic when public health officials restricted focus to the single viral pathogen (the
COVID-19 virus).

Would respiratory coronavirus infections be expected to result in significant bacterial
pneumonia? Absolutely. Among animal respiratory coronaviruses the spike protein from
bovine had among the highest percent identity comparisons with the SARS-CoV-2 spike
protein exceeding that of even the bat coronavirus spike protein [40]. Bovine coronavirus
has been shown to enhance bacterial adherence [41]. Calves are particularly susceptible
to a respiratory disease complex where bovine coronavirus is usually a mild symptom-
producing primary infection that predisposes to more serious secondary bacterial infections
from among several species (e.g., Pasteurella multocida, Mannheimia haemolytica, Histophilus
somni, and Mycoplasma bovis). It is the respiratory bacterial infections that are more likely to
be life-threatening [42].
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Among other animal respiratory coronaviruses, Infectious Bronchitis Virus (IBV) (a
respiratory gamma coronavirus) in poultry has been suggested as a useful model for SARS-
CoV-2 (COVID-19 virus) dissemination and infection [43]. An examination of decades
of IBV research in poultry reveals that IBV-promoted secondary bacterial infection and
resulting bacterial pneumonia is the leading cause of death rather than the primary respi-
ratory coronavirus infection [44–46]. This example parallels what is seen with Influenza
pandemics in humans and bovine coronavirus infections in calves. These examples show us
that tunnel-vision focus on a single respiratory viral pathogen is often not sufficient to en-
compass the risk of death from pathobiont-induced respiratory failure. With SARS-CoV-2,
that is an equally important lesson.

2.3. The COVID-19 Example with Bacterial and/or Fungal Infections Causing Death

Considering that it is (1) more than a century since an influenza pandemic produced
high levels of death by bacterial pneumonia, and (2) we know that prominent animal
respiratory coronaviruses often produce death via bacterial pneumonia, it is not surprising
that bacterial and/or fungal infections increased COVID-19 case severity and often resulted
in death [47]. Using the K18-hACE2 mouse model of COVID-19, Smith et al. [33] performed
a study examining the time-sensitive immunological mechanisms through which the
SARS-CoV-2 virus increases the susceptibility and pathogenicity of bacterial co-infection.
Immunologically, Peng et al. [48] found that coronavirus impairs the host’s ability to clear
bacterial pathogens by interfering with lysosomal function. Taken together these studies
suggest that the public should have been educated and better protected against not just
SARS-CoV-2 but also against the bacterial pathogen complex that results in a higher rate
of death.

Cohen et al. [49] found that there was a higher rate of bacterial co-infection among
moderate to severe COVID-19 hospital-admitted patients than in milder cases. The most
common bacteria were Haemophilus influenzae (36%), Staphylococcus aureus (23%), Streptococ-
cus pneumoniae (10%) and Enterobacter cloacae (10%) [49]. In a New York City hospital study,
those hospitalized with COVID-19 had a 1.5-fold higher prevalence of positive bacterial
culture tests vs. non-COVID-19 patients. Furthermore, certain hospital procedures for
COVID-19 patients (e.g., intubation, ventilators) increased the frequency of bacterial pneu-
monia cases. Among the bacteria detected were methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus,
Klebsiella pneumoniae, and antibiotic-resistant organisms [50]. De Bruyn et al. [51] also
reported that a majority of COVID-19 patients had secondary bacterial infections during
their hospital ICU stay. In a systematic review of ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia
among COVID-19 patients, Velásquez-Garcia et al. [52] found that gram-negative bacteria
were the most frequent causes of pneumonia with Staphylococcus aureus being the most
common organism isolated among those patients.

From a risk-benefit communication viewpoint, the general public was not made aware
that a significant percentage of deaths associated with COVID-19 was not from the virus but
rather from bacterial or fungal infections. Nor is it clear that the general public was educated
about the potential role of ICU COVID-19 protocols in death by bacterial pneumonia. Given
that secondary bacterial pneumonia was not a surprising development in this pandemic,
the lack of risk communication beyond the single instigating virus (COVID-19) would have
to be considered as a significant public health failure.

2.4. Adverse Risk Communication Regarding Mask Mandates

Mask mandates were pervasive, and compliance was expected during the COVID-19
pandemic. However, clear risk-benefit public communication that included likely adverse
effects of prolonged wearing of facial masks was generally absent. Colonization resistance
afforded by useful nasal microbiota is important as a front-line defense against both the
COVID-19 virus [32] and potentially dangerous bacterial pathogens [53]. Among the
risks of loss of colonization resistance is the enhanced trafficking of the opportunistic
pathogen Staphylococcus aureus [54]. One demonstrated adverse risk of prolonged face mask
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wearing was the concentration of bacteria on the face side of the face masks. This included
potentially pathogenic bacteria, including S. aureus that were found to be concentrated [55].
This is actually an expected outcome if face masks were filtering bacteria, which is one
of their designed functions. In addition to concern over the intra-individual load of
potential bacterial pathogens, a recent study found that a significant risk exists for cross-
contamination with S. aureus with mask disposal, particularly in the hospital setting [56].

Adverse risks from the mask mandates extended beyond loss of colonization resistance
against bacterial infections, increased pathobiont loading and increased risks of pathobiont
transmission (used masks as a biohazard). Pervasive wearing of face masks has been shown
to impair both speech recognition and language development in young children [57].

2.5. Risk of Microbiome, Barrier Function, and Immune (Microimmunosome) Degradation

The microimmunosome (e.g., the gut microbiome, the one-cell thick epithelial cell
barrier, and the gut-associated immune cells) is a controlling factor in our health and well-
being [4,58]. The airways and skin have microimmunosomes as well with combinations
of microbiota, barrier features, and specific underlying immune cells that can overlap
with but also differ from those components located in the gut. An obvious omission in
risk communication during the COVID-19 pandemic was public assistance to maintain
and optimize the microimmunsome to facilitate natural immunity, enhance colonization
resistance and support natural health against COVID-19 and myriad other pathobionts.
Finlay et al. [10] discuss the fact that implementing far more stringent hygiene practices
comes at a microbial cost to the human superorganism. In fact, an examination of pandemic
mandates showed that many public health directives promoted microimmunsome degra-
dation vs. optimized host defense function [10]. From a medical and public approach, this
was stunning considering two major realities: (1) COVID-19 was not the only significant
human pathogen on the planet, and (2) there would be human life after the pandemic.
Effective public health strategies and risk communication should recognize the need for
natural human health and resiliency beyond today’s apparent “emergency”.

The risk of microimmunsome degradation is one concern of many when the mi-
crobiome becomes compromised. An equally important concern is the function of the
microbiome in fear extinction. If that role of the microbiome is compromised, then the pop-
ulation experiencing daily almost constant fear-of-contagion messaging may be less able to
escape the fear mode. Finlay et al. [10] discuss the importance of a balanced approach to
microbes where the public recognizes that we need beneficial microbes for our better health.
The question is: Did the pandemic public health messaging fail to account for humans as
holobionts and effectively throw the baby out with the bath water?

3. The COVID-19 Pandemic, Fear-of-Contagion and Compliance

Human fear conditioning and its relationship to human behavior and mental health
has received extensive examination [59]. The recent COVID-19 pandemic provided a
prime example of how human fear conditioning can be applied on a global scale. Mertens
et al. [60] studied what they termed “Pandemic Panic” comparing populations in North
America vs. Europe over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this comparison, the
researchers found that predictive factors influenced the fear of COVID-19 and included
region, anxious personality traits, gender, and media use. The prevalence of fear was higher
in North America than in Europe across the time frame examined.

Hauck et al. [61] discuss how the recent COVID-19 pandemic presented significant
global populations with a persistent fear of illness. The authors discuss how control
measures (e.g., mandates) presented other adverse health challenges that included both
physical and mental health challenges. These authors list being in quarantine, being
overwhelmed or bored, feeling helpless, losing money, and the perception of inadequate
information as stressors that added to the fear of illness (e.g., contagion). These researchers
examined a healthy university population and found that those students with high COVID-
pandemic anxiety had problems in distinguishing between fear and safety cues. This is
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consistent with the findings of Cannito et al. [62] who found that people who believed in
the severe consequences of the COVID-19 contagion were more likely to have hyper health
anxiety toward the virus along with obsessive attention devoted to the contagion.

Among the factors predicting persistent anxiety and depression during the pandemic
was insomnia [63]. The effect of a sleep disorder on pandemic anxiety and depression
was significantly greater than that of other known risk factors (age, sex, and previous
psychiatric diagnoses). This is important when the role of a healthy microbiome is con-
sidered. In an early study of chronic disease comorbidities, Dietert et al. [64] showed that
pro-inflammatory-driven sleep disorders and depression were at the epicenter of the most
common comorbidities of otherwise diverse chronic diseases. Importantly, multi-system
biology dysfunctions such as sleep disorders and disrupted circadian clocks have been
shown to be affected by the status of the microbiome and are difficult to correct in the
absence of microbiome rebalancing (reviewed in [58]). Sleep and circadian cycle regulation
is another pathway through which human microbiome status affected the potential greater
mental health burden arising from the “Pandemic Panic”.

Table 1 provides research examples of government, public health and media pro-
motion of fear-of-contagion during the COVID-19 pandemic. It also illustrates the most
vulnerable populations and the range of adverse mental health outcomes linked with fear
promotion [60–72].

Table 1. Examples of Institutionally-Promoted COVID-19 Fear-of-Contagion, Vulnerable Populations,
and Adverse Outcomes.

Group Studied
[Reference] Findings

Italian researchers used text analytics to analyze and dissect
official crisis messaging by the Italian government

communicated via official statements and
media publications during the COVID-19 pandemic. Public

response to specific messaging was analyzed via Twitter
involving more than 201,000 tweets. A specific quantitative
formula was used to gauge the level of fear in each tweet.

[65]

Key relationships were established between types of official and
media messaging and the level of public fear. Algorithmns

revealed seven dominant topics of specific government
messaging at given times. A relationship between specific

government communication and the daily level of fear could be
determined. Messaging emphasizing the topic of Life-Changing

Scenarios where there was individual/family loss of control
produced the greatest fear among the public. The researchers

concluded that governments have a responsibility to limit
spreading panic and must balance the level of fear with proper

causation or risk public psychological harm.

A Netherlands online study was conducted with
2000 participants from 34 countries

with the majority being European young adults. Questionnaires
were used to evaluate different trigger topics, the levels of

media access, and the levels of fear at different times during the
pandemic

[60].

The most significant take-home conclusion was
that those who experienced the greatest fear (1) had the most

significant exposure to the media (frequently consulted regular
media, professional websites, and social media for additional

pandemic information) and
(2) were concerned about risks for their loved ones.

Anxiety traits, gender, and region of the world were
also predictors of increased fear.

A study of the Chinese
population centered in Southwest University in China used

pre-pandemic MRIs
to determine the neural connectome for comparison with later

pandemic fear responses.
After exclusions, there were 444 study participants.

[66]

A 5-item COVID-specific Fear Survey was developed by the
researchers to assess fear level. The study revealed a high level
of fear of contagion among participants during the pandemic.
The pre-pandemic neural connectome pattern could predict

those who would experience the highest pandemic fear from the
those with the lowest levels of fear. The predictive values were:

Accuracy rate = 75.00%; Sensitivity rate = 65.83%; Specificity
rate = 84.17%.
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Table 1. Cont.

Group Studied
[Reference] Findings

A study from Poland used a
cross-sequential online

survey with
202 participants

(77% female)
to examine factors

surrounding mandate
compliance.

[67]

Researchers observed a significant moderate positive correlation
between anxiety around COVID-19 and adherence to the

mandates (e.g., required face and nose covering). The
researchers also noted that pronounced fear of COVID-19 could

be a risk factor for mental health challenges.

A study of 297 young adult university students at German
universities and without psychiatric disorders was conducted to
examine whether participants with higher COVID-19-related
anxiety exhibited impaired fear learning and generalization.

[61]

Researchers at Saarland University
used a 10-item modified version of

the validated DSM-5 Severity Measure For Specific
Phobia Adult Scale to determine participant

anxiety level.
They found that those

students with high COVID anxiety exhibited
poorer discrimination

performance
between fear and safety cues.

A study of Australian and U.S. researchers with
2069 (majority-female)

participants. Self-assessment surveys were used to obtain
insomnia/sleep measures as well as stress, anxiety depression

and mental health issues.
[63]

The results showed that pre-existing or
new-onset insomnia elevated the risk

of affective disorder outcomes
(anxiety and/or depression symptoms)

during the pandemic.

A study from Italy during a COVID-19 lockdown included
132 participants

(91.7% female) and examined the relationships between specific
fear of contagion for COVID-19, attentional bias toward

virus-related stimuli, and health anxiety.
[62]

Using remotely collected data,
researchers found that higher health anxiety

in general
predicted an attentional bias toward a

fear of COVID-19 contagion.

A study from France of 118 healthcare workers in French
geriatric facilities sought to examine the levels of emotional
exhaustion (EE) during the pandemic and to examine the

manner in which psychosocial conditions and fear of COVID-19
in the workplace affected EE

[68]

Emotional exhaustion (EE) was evaluated
using the EE subscale of the

Maslach Burnout Inventory assessment tool.
The Copenhagen Psychosocial questionnaire was used to assess

psychosocial conditions
and a fear of COVID-19 scale was

determined via a 7-item self-reporting measure.
Researchers found a significant increase in

EE among the workers
and this was related to both increased

demands at work and
increased fear of COVID-19 contagion.
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Table 1. Cont.

Group Studied
[Reference] Findings

This brief review article from Italy examined the ramifications
of fear of hospital

contagion and reduction
in available hospital emergency

services relative to cardiac events and their health consequences.
[69]

The review focuses on the high rate of
at-home acute coronary syndrome

with low hospital emergency service use during the COVID-19
pandemic in Italy. The authors concluded that: (1) fear of

hospital contagion and desire to
not overburden

the system resulted in at-home
health crises and that

(2) problematic messaging likely
contributed to unnecessary

home deaths.

This systematic review article from Spain and Ecuador
researchers examined 17
research studies on fear

and anxiety among
pregnant women

during the COVID-19
pandemic.

[70]

The researchers reported that the COVID-19 pandemic
produced a high prevalence of fear and anxiety with significant

impact on the mental health of pregnant women. Lack of
capacity to tolerate uncertainty was identified as one of the risk

factors contributing to the high level of fear and anxiety.

A web-based,
cross-sectional, descriptive study from the King Khalid

University Nursing Department examined fear of COVID-19,
insomnia,

and mental health issues among 145 female nursing students in
Saudi Arabia.

[71]

Fear of COVID-19 contagion, depression, anxiety and insomnia
were highly prevalent among the students with fear of

contagion being the most prevalent (79.3%), followed by anxiety
(35.2%), depression (30.2%), and insomnia (24.7%).

This review article from New York University Medical School
researchers focused on highly vulnerable populations for

pandemic fear-based mental health challenges.
[72]

Women and young children were identified as highly
vulnerable with mandates such as social isolation and school

closures exacerbating fear-based anxiety and
depression. The researchers discuss both the short-term and

long-term adverse effects of isolation,
socially-dividing blame and lack of support

(e.g., stay-at-home orders). They also focus on the perinatal
period of vulnerability and potential stress-based epigenetic

programming in utero.

With fear conditioning and institutional messaging to enhance fear of contagion be-
ing critical factors in ensuring global population compliance, it has become clear why
maintaining a healthy human microbiome was absent from major public health recom-
mendations during the COVID-19 pandemic. As will be discussed in the next section, a
focus on the microbiome and particularly the gut microbiome would have been likely to
dampen COVID-19-related fear and anxiety and potentially would have eroded population
compliance with the mandates.

4. Regulation of Fear Extinction by the Microbiome and Public Health Implications

Both fear acquisition or conditioning and fear extinction are learned behaviors. In
the lab, standard Pavlovian conditioning is used where the subject animal is presented
with a trigger (i.e., odor, tone) called the conditioned stimulus (CS) and then subjected
to an adverse stimulus (i.e., foot shock) called the unconditioned stimulus (US). Once
the animal has learned the fear response (i.e., freezing upon CS), the fear memory and
reaction have been consolidated. The animal will now produce that behavior when the
CS is presented [73,74]. The entire response has been acquired by associating the CS with
the US.
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The fear extinction process is something of the reverse of this in which the CS is
repeatedly presented to the animal, but the US is absent. Over time, the animal learns that
it is safe and no longer produces the fear response [73,74]. The animal models have proven
to be generalizable to human fear conditioning as well.

While a plethora of brain and neurological sites appear to be involved with these two
processes, the core hub appears to be comprised of the hippocampus, basolateral amygdala
(BLA) and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC or vPFC) [75]. The hippocampus plays
a vital role in memory, learning, behavior, and spatial navigation [76–78]. It is central to
the system of consolidating and encoding memories [79] and also converts short-term
memories into long-term memories [80]. The BLA is part of the amygdala involved with
input and the processing of emotion [81]. On the other hand, the vmPFC seems to act
largely as a relay station. Gage and Baars [82] termed it the “integrative hub for emotional,
sensory, social memory and self-related information processing” [82]. Because the vmPFC
is highly interconnected, it binds large-scale networks together that promote emotional
processing and social cognition [82]. These three brain areas have been identified by a
number of researchers as being core to fear conditioning and extinction. Evidence suggests
that gut microbiota are important in regulating these brain regions [83,84].

Linkages have been made between the neurological systems involved, dopamine
and the gut microbiome, which all play into these learned behaviors. Salinas-Hernández
and Duvarci [74] stress that fear extinction appears to represent new learning rather than
forgetting or erasure of the original fear memory, and that it may be promoted by the
reward learning system. In their model, midbrain dopamine neurons encode reward
prediction error (RPE) signals to drive reward learning [74]. Not getting a foot shock is
the RPE, and that triggers the reward center in the brain of which dopamine is a crucial
component. In fact, dopamine increases in the mPFC, which is crucial for consolidating
fear-extinction memories. The dopamine levels remain high during and after extinction
learning [74]. Together, these brain regions and their complex interactions both enable
conditioned fear and then help create fear-extinction memories to bring the individual back
to homeostasis.

Even more central to the entire fear cascade process and most likely preceding fear
acquisition is the status of the gut microbiome. Preclinical research has shown that changes
in gut microbiota composition are able to affect fear recall/fear extinction and risk of PTSD–
relevant phenotypes [85]. Gut microbiota alterations/degradation can induce dopamin-
ergic dysfunctions that help to determine not only the risk of developing PTSD but also
its severity [85]. One of the microbial metabolites affecting the dopaminergic system is
the neurotoxic metabolite p-cresol produced by the Ruminococcaceae and Lachnospiraceae
families of bacteria [85–87]. Hamamah et al. [88] provided a comprehensive review of the
distinct roles of numerous gut microbiome genera (e.g., Prevotella, Bacteroides, Lactobacillus,
Bifidobacterium, Clostridium, Enterococcus, and Ruminococcus) in regulating dopaminergic
signaling in the brain and beyond.

A hallmark of the human microbiome is its capacity to regulate not only most physi-
ological systems [89–92] but also complex inter-system global functions [93]. Among the
systems under microbiome regulation is the brain/neurological system [94]. In humans and
many other mammals, the gut microbiome is a powerful regulator of neurodevelopment,
brain chemistry, and responses to stimuli [95]. This can affect not only brain function but
also human behavior [96]. While microbiome status can drive fear, anxiety, stress, depres-
sion, and mental health status at virtually any time of life, early life represents a critical
window for the programming of later-life responses [97]. The importance of the gut-brain
axis generally and between the gut microbiome and brain status specifically is so important
that an entire field of study (known as psychobiotics) has emerged to guide improved
human mental health via the gut microbiome [98–100]. In fact, Zielińska et al. [101] argued
that psychobiotics and the manipulation of microbiota should have been used during the
COVID-19 pandemic to protect our mental health.
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Among the pivotal roles of the gut microbiome is the regulation of fear via control of
fear extinction. While microbiome dysbiosis can result in many different comorbid chronic
diseases [91], among the most life-changing are those conditions driven by unrelenting
fear and anxiety [102]. This is one of the reasons why gut microbiome dysbiosis is such a
significant health threat.

Fear extinction is a learned experience that results in the production of new memories
and the effective suppression of adverse memories. However, it appears to be far from a
simple inhibition process. As previously mentioned, dopamine appears to be involved in
major aspects of fear extinction [74]. Fear extinction is critically important to good mental
health. As discussed by Beckers et al. [59] and Sangha et al. [103], safety can be learned
through fear extinction. Beckers et al. [59] describe the reality that a characteristic of anxiety
disorders is that unrealistic fear persists even in the face of obvious safety. Deficits in fear
extinction are a risk factor for anxiety disorders since safety is not learned.

In a recent review study of 137 volunteers, Wen et al. [104] performed a mapping of
fear extinction among widely diverse brain regions using regional connectivity measures.
They found increased connectivity among 133 out of 432 regions that were associated
with fear extinction learning. These reported findings are in contrast with earlier studies
focusing more on the brain areas of the BLA, hippocampus and vPFC that comprise the
central hub of fear conditioning and extinction. Wen et al. [104] stressed that fear extinction
is an inherently dynamic and complex process that begins at the core and reaches out across
a vast area of the brain.

Table 2 provides examples of human and animal studies establishing the effects of
microbiota on the regulation of fear extinction [84,105–115].

Table 2. Examples of Studies and Reviews on Microbiota Regulation of Fear Extinction.

Study
[Reference] Significant Findings

Early study on germ-free and specific pathogen free rats
[105]

Absence of a microbiome produced HPA axis disruption, brain
function changes and significantly heightened anxiety behavior

and lack of cognitive flexibility.

Research on mice
concerning the neurobehavioral effects of transitory

microbiome depletion in
different age groups.

[106]

Adolescent mice were more sensitive to transitory microbiome
depletion than adults. Short-term depletion produced
long-lasting shifts in fear-based learning, heightened
anxiety-like behaviors and changes in amygdala gene

expression in adolescents.

Study examined the effects
of multi-species probiotic (Bifidobacterium longum

Lactobacillus acidophilus and
Enterococcus faecalis) administration on recovery of fear memory

after fear
conditioning

[107]

Probiotic administration in mice modulated fear
conditioning-induced microbial dysbiosis, promoted long-term

fear extinction, alleviated hippocampal
synapse loss induced by fear conditioning, and limited

microglia activation

Study in mice examined
the role of microbiota in

fear extinction
[108]

Researchers found that antibiotic treatment of adult mice
resulting in microbiome dysbiosis produced impaired fear

extinction. They also found that extinction learning and
learning-related plasticity require microbiota-derived signals.

Microbial deficits in early life produced deficits in fear
extinction learning in adulthood.
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Table 2. Cont.

Study
[Reference] Significant Findings

Study of maternal
separation stress in rats

and protective effects of probiotics
[109]

Researchers found that maternally-separated male rat pups
experienced inappropriate, accelerated development of fear

circuitry/behavior and that probiotics protected against
unbalanced fear.

Study of the effects of the
environmental/soil bacterium, Mycobacterium

vaccae, on fear extinction in adult rats
[110]

Researchers found that injection with M. vaccae preparations
produced long-lasting enhancement of the rate of within-session

fear extinction.

Review of the relationship between gut microbiota,
fear extinction, and mental illness with an emphasis

on sex-based differences
in microbiota.

[111]

Researchers stressed that female stress-related, mental illness is
significantly more prevalent than that in men. They emphasized

the importance of sex hormones in the gut microbiota-brain
regulation, gut microbiota differences based on sex and the need

for female focused studies.

Review of gut microbiota functionality of brain regions [84] Effects of antibiotics and probiotics on fear extinction is
included in this recent review

Review concerning how
nature, nurture, and

microbiota mitigate stress.
[112]

This review includes information on microbiota and fear
extinction within the broader subject

Review of probiotics
as anti-anxiety and

anti-depression
psychobiotics

[113]

This review emphasizes specific beneficial microbial metabolism

Review of the microbiota-gut-brain axis in depression
[114]

This review emphasizes pathophysiological mechanisms and
processes through which microbiota have an anti-depressant

function.

Comprehensive review of gut microbiota in anxiety
and depression

[115]

This review considers a variety of strategies for gut rebiosis as
an anti-anxiety, anti-depression tool.

Maintenance of a healthy microbiome throughout the pandemic would have benefited
colonization resistance against pathobionts. Table 2 illustrates that an official public health
focus on the microbiome would have been likely to have optimized fear extinction and/or
reduced the burden of anxiety or depression. This would have been a highly useful outcome
both for the period of the COVID-19 pandemic and the aftermath. However, a lingering
question is whether optimized fear extinction across large populations would have reduced
(1) the impact of fear-of-contagion messaging and/or (2) the levels of compliance with
pandemic mandates. What is clear is that erosion of the microbiome before or during the
pandemic would increase the risk of fear-related mental health challenges. Examples of
fear-extinction deficit-connected mental health challenges are discussed in the following
section.

5. Defective Fear Extinction and Mental Health Implications

Deficits in fear extinction and imbalanced fear have been identified as the cornerstones
for a variety of psychiatric conditions. Importantly, Lebois et al. [116] reviewed the linkage
of impaired fear extinction to psychiatric conditions, neurochemical and anatomical me-
diators involved in fear extinction, as well as some augmentation strategies. Cryan and
colleagues reviewed (1) the connections between the microbiome, anxiety and depression,
and microbiota-based therapeutic opportunities [117], as well as (2) how our microbiota
helps to mold our social brain [118].
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Several factors can be involved in fear extinction deficits and elevated risk of mental
health conditions, but most of these are also affected by microbiome status. Stress can
be an important factor in fear extinction deficits contributing to elevated risk of mental
health problems [119]. Sleep can support fear extinction, while sleep disorders promote
deficits [120]. As previously discussed, problems with dopamine regulation are also a factor
in effective fear-extinction learning [74]. Levels of sex hormones such as estrogen are impor-
tant in fear extinction and gut microbiome status and are thought to affect both hormone
and neurochemical (e.g., dopamine) regulation, in turn, affecting fear extinction [111,121].

Table 3 illustrates some of the psychiatric conditions that have been linked with fear
extinction deficits [122–127].

Table 3. Examples of Fear Learning-Fear Extinction Problems and Mental Health.

Condition
[Reference] Findings

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
[122]

Systematic review revealing importance of
defective fear extinction

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
[123]

Review of fear extinction as a predictor of
PTSD

Disruptive Behavior Disorder
[124]

Fear extinction deficits reported to be involved
in late adolescent endotype.

Alcohol Dependency
[125]

Fear conditioning and extinction with a focus
on the role of amygdala

in FCE-involved addiction

Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder

[126]

Abnormal circuits for fear extinction detected
in adults with ADHD

Anxiety Disorders
[127]

Focus on neurobiology of fear extinction for
treatment of anxiety disorders

6. Lockdown of the Healthy: Sensory Dulling, Microbiota, and Mental Health

During the COVID-19 pandemic a “lockdown of the healthy” was mandated in many
counties that included school closures and limited social interactions. In particular, children
and adolescents were adversely affected in terms of both mental and physical health [128–130].
Lockdown stress appeared to have the greatest adverse effects in single-parent and/or
single-child households [131]. However, the elderly were also adversely affected by the
lockdowns. A study in Italy found that the elderly experienced adverse changes in sleep
quality and patterns [132].

In a recent article [133], we considered the internet of microbes and how mandated
lockdown/isolation of the healthy during the COVID-19 pandemic and separation from
the internet of microbes (e.g., each other, microbe-rich soil, and farm animal environments)
could contribute to microbiome degradation. Such negative effects on the microbiome have
been suggested [10] and researchers have even suggested that anti-anxiety and depression
therapy should have been initiated early in the pandemic to minimize fear and stress-based
adverse outcomes [134].

Here, we consider the potential effect of a degraded microbiome on the human
senses. Several studies indicate that impaired senses are linked with anxiety and/or
depression [135–137]. For this reason, sensory decline is an additional health risk for
fear/stress-related anxiety disorders. This section illustrates that a “lockdown of the
healthy” carries its own adverse health risk, which is likely overlooked when/if the micro-
biome is ignored.

The five basic human senses (taste, smell, touch, hearing, and sight) are vital com-
ponents of our perception of the world around us. They provide us with information
that is the cornerstone of human consciousness [138]. Among the regulatory capabilities
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of the human microbiome is the capacity to influence the senses. This is likely to be an
interconnection that is less well-known among the general public. One of the authors
discusses microbiome control of taste and smell perception in a prior article [139]. Here, we
update the literature on taste and smell and extend the discussion to include vision, hearing
and skin sensitivity (touch). It is useful to note that microbiome regulation of senses seems
to go beyond the basic five. Proprioception, or the knowledge of the body in space/location,
is an awareness that can be affected by microbiota. For example, magnetogenic bacteria
contain a specialized organelle that can detect and orient to magnetic fields. This helps
the bacteria navigate magnetic fields and may play a role in magnetic field migration in
higher vertebrates. For example, when migrating Eurasian reed warblers are treated with
antibiotics, they lose their directional awareness [140]. This supports the hypothesis that a
symbiotic relationship for magnetic field awareness exists. Interestingly, the human gut
microbiome contains magnetotactic bacteria as well [141]. Hence, we may need to look
beyond the five basic senses to know the full impact of the human microbiome on our
human consciousness and awareness.

Table 4 provides examples of the significance of microbiome status for the human
senses [139,142–160].

Table 4. Role of the Microbiome in Human Senses 1.

Sense
[Reference(s)] Findings

Taste
[139] Review including the role of the microbiome in regulation of taste

Taste
[142] Recent review of the role of oral microbiota in taste perception

Taste
[143]

A review detailing specific bacteria and their metabolism as it influences taste
perception. The review also covered gut microbiome dysbiosis and linked

pathologies.

Taste
[144]

Review of the tongue including the role of the tongue microbiome in taste
perception.

Smell
[139] Review including the role of the microbiome in regulation of smell

Smell
[145]

Recent review describing the pivotal role of nasal microbiota in olfactory
development, function, and dysfunctions.

Taste and Smell
[146]

Human study reported that obese population displayed reductions in odor and
taste preferences some of which were related to oral microbiota difference.

Hearing
[147,148]

Reviews provide evidence supporting a link between gut microbiome dysbiosis,
inner ear inflammation, and sensorineural hearing loss.

Hearing
[149]

Study of the ear canal microbiota from healthy individuals vs. those with chronic
otitis externa

Hearing
[150]

Study of 70 otitis media effusion children and two control groups revealed
Streptococcus salivarius as a commensal with effective colonization resistance

capacity against several key pathobionts.

Neuropathic Pain
(including Somatosensory function)

[151]
Review of microbiome regulation of neuropathic pain

Skin Sensitivity
Syndrome

[152]

Study examining the skin microbiome/mycobiome of 23 patients with sensitivity
syndrome compared against control groups.

Skin (sensitivity)
[153]

Review covering most aspects of the skin microbiome including both intrinsic and
extrinsic factors.
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Table 4. Cont.

Sense
[Reference(s)] Findings

Skin (sensitivity)
[154] Review of skin microbiome differences among healthy vs. diseased/sensitive skin

Sight
[155]

Review of dysbiotic gut microbiome-driven eye diseases (age-related macular
degeneration, retinal artery

occlusion, central serous chorioretinopathy and uveitis) via microbial metabolites
and the immune system

Sight
[156] Introduction to the recently discovered ocular surface microbiome.

Sight
[157] Review of the role of the ocular microbiome in eye disease

Sight
[158] Study of the characterization of healthy eye microbiomes

Sight
[159]

Study describes the role of specific ocular surface microbiota in contributing to dry
eye disease in diabetic patients.

Sight
[160] Review of intraocular microbiota

1 Touch is one of the least directly studied senses as per regulation by microbiota. The references listed in this
table on neuropathic pain and skin sensitivity intersect with the issue of somatosensory function.

7. Importance of Dietary Factors, Prebiotics, Probiotics, and Fermented Foods

The status of the human microbiome is intimately connected to the COVID-19 pan-
demic. In a systematic review of papers resulting from COVID-19 and human micro-
biome searches, Yamamoto et al. [161] found several analytical studies suggesting that
in COVID-19 patients, both the human fecal microbiome and the respiratory microbiome
were altered toward dysbiosis resulting in a greater abundance of opportunistic pathogens.
This finding further justifies the need for the microbiome to have been given a much higher
priority first during the COVID-19 pandemic. Zielinska et al. [101] suggested that adminis-
tration of the psychobiotics (a subcategory of probiotics) could provide beneficial bacteria
to the challenged microbiome while at the same time protecting against the mental health
complications associated with the COVID-19 pandemic.

In fact, attention to the microbiome not only could have mitigated the loss of fear
extinction but also had the potential to mitigate COVID-19 itself. Several microbiologists,
nutritionists, and immunologists published pandemic-era studies suggesting that diet
and microbiome approaches could protect against the COVID-19 virus and/or block viral-
induced inflammation and pathology thereby reducing the severity of the disease [162–165].

Studies examining dietary factors and the microbiome to reduce the risk of severe
COVID-19 fall into several categories. In a case-controlled study in Iran, Mohseni et al. [163]
examined 505 individuals (279 COVID-19 cases with symptoms and 226 virus-exposed
but healthy controls) for dietary intake over the prior year. They found a significant
protective effect against COVID-19 that was linked to the prior consumption of dough
and yogurt. In a randomized, blinded, controlled clinical trial study in Mexico, 80 hos-
pitalized stage III COVID-19 patients (both sexes) were divided evenly among a control
group and a Nutritional Supplemented group (vitamins, minerals, fiber, omega-3, amino
acids, B complex, and probiotics). Surviving patients were followed for forty days after
discharge. The researchers found that the nutritional intervention resulted in a significantly
increased survival (reduced mortality) across the period of study [164]. In a study from
Poland, Hamulka et al. [166] tracked changes in dietary supplementation using Google
Trends Analysis Supported by PLifeCOVID-19. The investigators found that in addition
to increases in some herbs, honey, and vitamins, fermented foods represented a major
category of personal dietary supplementation during the COVID-19 pandemic. Bosquet
et al. [165] suggested that the association between high fermented vegetables and cabbage
intake with low mortality rates during the COVID-19 pandemic could be due to chemical
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interference with the angiotensin II receptor type 1 (AT1R) axis, thereby reducing oxidative
stress and damage. It seems clear that many people responded to the COVID-19 pandemic
by consuming more beneficial microbes, such as those found in fermented foods.

Additional researchers were recommending support for the microbiome during the
COVID-19 pandemic: Baud et al. [167], Gasmi et al. [168], Nguten et al. [169], Olaimat
et al. [170], Singh and Rao [171], Stavropoulou and Bezirtzoglou [172]. Beyond the pan-
demic reaction of many people to consume beneficial microbes, the beneficial outcomes of
using dietary factors, prebiotics, probiotics and fermented foods against COVID-19 could
have been even more impactful. This scientific literature regarding dietary approaches and
the microbiome could have been formally incorporated into prevailing medical and public
health pandemic policy and public messaging.

Importantly, these studies illustrate that there were useful things learned during the
COVID-19 pandemic. We learned that we must pay greater attention to the microbiome,
particularly during stressful crisis times and that psychobiotics, prebiotics, fermented foods,
dietary approaches, probiotics, and microbiome and immune-supporting lifestyle activities
are critical for our present and future health.

8. Conclusions

As superorganisms (holobionts), humans have an overwhelming number of microbial
genes that dwarf, in comparison, the number of chromosomal genes. These microbial
genes are no less significant in impact than chromosomal genes. This biological reality
alone is sufficient to expect that any major medical or public health initiative would
be directed at the whole human and not at some misrepresentation of humans. In the
case of the most recent pandemic (COVID-19), many government-supported medical and
public health initiatives went a step further than simply ignoring human reality. As is
evident in this narrative review, the protocols and daily public health messages flooding
media in the name of the pandemic reflected two assumptions: (1) we exist as a microbe-
free version of humans, (2) we needed to fight the one and only pathogen that exists, a
respiratory coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19. While several research microbiologists,
nutritionists, and immunologists urged consideration of the microbiome, institutional risk
communication for the public was largely devoid of information on beneficial microbes and
the importance of supporting the human microbiome. Instead, the pandemic protocols and
messaging were aimed at near total public compliance, and this was engendered through
persistent fear-of-contagion conditioning in what has been termed the “Pandemic Panic”.
Such persistent fear conditioning, if not controlled, can result in mental health disorders.

Fortunately, we possess an inherent microbiome-driven brake on the fear-conditioning-
mental health disorder life course: microbiota-regulated fear extinction learning. As dis-
cussed in this paper, fear extinction is thought to involve massive brain-neural connections
that, through a largely parallel learning process requiring our microbiome, protect us
against conditions such as anxiety disorders, depression, and PTSD. A significant problem
is that many of the public health mandates directly degraded the human microbiome. We
are not the first microbiome researchers to point this out and to argue for support and
protection for the human microbiome [10,101]. As this review illustrates, the mandates
degraded not only the human microbiome, but also our personal freedoms. Normal human
clarity of thinking was replaced by a group-think pandemic fog. In particular, the “lock-
down of the healthy” blocked us from microbiome-replenishing reservoirs of microbiota
and negatively impacted host resistance via the microimmunosome. And it is now clear
that the mandates also dulled human senses. The microbiome plays a significant role in the
regulation of these senses. Degraded senses are also co-morbid for chronic diseases and can
promote mental health conditions. Hence, microbiome degradation through public health
mandates facilitated what is now an epidemic of post-pandemic mental health challenges
with children among the most vulnerable populations.

Through the application of microbiology, we must insist that beneficial microbes are
at the forefront of our healthful solutions.
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